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Memory is the treasure house of the mind wherein the moments thereof are

kept and preserved.

We have created cherishable memories for our life team with each other

and for you. It is like a diary of memories put together to be read, and held

dear in our hearts. The moments captured in words, pictures and videos

will bring us back to the days we all will certainly long for again.

Make the most of your life dear students taking a peek in this lovely

compilation and live the lovely days again with cherishable memories.

We have been through it together, coming back to the normal after the

pandemic and we have certainly done our best in creating memories

together.

God bless you. Shine On!!!

- Std. X Class Teachers

EDITORIAL



Words of the Wise



Gear up for the change!

The greatest discovery of all time is that a person can change his future by merely changing his attitude – So rightly quoted by Oprah Winfrey.

Change is inevitable because it is a natural part of life. Nothing stays the same forever, and everything is subject to change, whether we like it or not.

Change can come from many different sources, such as technological advancements, environmental factors, social and cultural shifts, and personal growth

and development.

Some changes are gradual and take place over a long period of time, while others can happen suddenly and unexpectedly. For example, the COVID-19

pandemic brought about sudden and significant changes to the way we live and work, and it has forced us to adapt and adjust to a new normal.

While change can be difficult and uncomfortable, it is also necessary for growth and progress. Without change, we would be stuck in the same patterns and

routines, and we would never be able to learn and evolve as individuals and as a society.

By embracing change and being open to new experiences and ideas, we can expand our horizons and reach our full potential. While change may not always

be easy, it is a necessary part of life, and it can lead to positive outcomes if we are willing to embrace it.

In the movie Karate Kid, the main character, Daniel, moves from New Jersey to California and finds himself the target of a group of bullies led by a boy named Johnny. Daniel soon

discovers that Johnny and his friends are members of a local karate dojo, and he decides to learn karate in order to defend himself.

Daniel meets an elderly maintenance man named Mr. Miyagi, who agrees to teach him karate. However, Mr. Miyagi's methods are unconventional and seem unrelated to karate. He has

Daniel do repetitive tasks like waxing cars and painting fences, and Daniel becomes frustrated and impatient, feeling like he is not learning anything useful.

However, as he continues to work with Mr. Miyagi, Daniel begins to see the value in the seemingly meaningless tasks he's been assigned. He realizes that they have been teaching him

fundamental karate techniques, and he becomes much more effective in defending himself against the bullies.

Through his experiences with Mr. Miyagi, Daniel learns that change and growth can be uncomfortable and require hard work and patience. He learns that sometimes we have to trust the

process and have faith in our teachers and mentors, even when we don't understand what they're trying to teach us.

The story of "Karate Kid" demonstrates that change is often challenging, but if we are willing to embrace it and work hard, we can achieve great things and overcome even the toughest

obstacles.

My dear students, you are at a threshold of a major change in your life. While I pray to the Almighty that the change should be for your better, it can also be challenging. Gear up for it

with fortitude and accept the inevitable with grace. Steer your wheel towards a bright future. God bless you!

Ms. Seema Sabhlok

Principal



Dear Students,

Academic year 2022-2023 is a special one for all of us

as we celebrate the completion of 25 years of our

establishment. This batch is special to me as I taught

you for two different years of your high school. In your

Std VIII during the first year of lockdown wherein you

taught me more of technology than I taught you

Science, and once again in Std X when I was your

Science II teacher.

The journey from June 2022 till date in the Science II class has been a memorable

one. I have seen your ups and downs, your anger, frustration and joys, your happy

days and the days where you troubled us till we lost control….But the carefree

batch which was finding new ways to create trouble suddenly became serious

towards studies in the second term.

School has ended and a new journey awaits. The last day of school has closed one

door and opened a broad path of opportunities. Grab it and move ahead.

I want to thank each one of you for the warmth, the memories we made in Std X as

it was the first year when school had become normal once again and the learning

that we shared together. I will miss walking into XG or peeping into your

classrooms as I walk on the corridors. I will miss your greetings near the water

area and the washrooms where I normally find you if you are not in class…..

I wish you happy adventures, new friendships and amazing experiences in the

journey ahead and before I end , here is a teacher’s wish I picked up from the

internet…..

I hope that the days come easy and the moments pass slow,

And each road leads you where you want to go.

And if you’re faced with a choice, and you have to choose,

I hope you choose the one that means the most to you.

And if one door opens to another door closed,

I hope you keep on walking till you find the window.

If it’s cold outside, show the world the warmth of your smile.

But more than anything,

My wish for you is that this life becomes all that you want it to,

Your dreams stay big and your worries stay small.

You never need to carry more than you can hold,

And while you’re out there getting where you’re getting to,

I hope you know somebody loves you,

And want the same things too.

Yeah, this is my wish

CONGRATULATIONS ON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THE 

SCHOOL YEAR & ALL THE BEST FOR FUTURE 

Ms. Reshma Rao

Vice Principal



Everyone should have goals in life. When

you have a goal, you live for that goal and

put on efforts each day to achieve it. And

when you achieve that goal, it brings you

unlimited happiness. Goals can be long

term as well as short term both. For

example, a short term goal can be

completing your homework, finishing

some work on time, scoring good marks in a class

test,cleaning your room, etc. A long term goal can be learning

an instrument, a career goal like becoming a doctor, teacher,

engineer, learning how to drive, buying a house or a car of

your own, etc.

The long term goals play important roles in life because of  

the time involved and we choose our career goal. Choosing a 

particular career affects our lives the most during the struggle 

of  achieving it and also once we achieve it will affect your life 

in many ways. Profession decides the way of  your life. So one 

should choose a career goal wisely keeping interests and 

choices in mind. The goals vary from individual to individual 

but there are some goals that should be common to all. For 

example, serving society by helping others, working for

the growth of  your nation, fulfilling parent’s 

expectations and respecting them and to become a good 

human being. Such day to day goals helps people to 

perform better in life.

Every one of  us has goals in life. To fulfil the goals we 

need to be hard working. Sitting idly does not help 

fulfilling one’s aim. We all must respect the chance we 

get in life. Respecting the chance means doing hard work. 

Hard work makes the way to success. It is tough to do 

hard work but it is important to make our life smooth. A 

hardworking person is always happy in life. Success is the 

result of  hard work. The person who works hard 

achieves many things in life. People always love him. He 

is always respected by everyone. We must not fear failure. 

Failure is natural to our life. When we fail, we must not 

stop working hard. We all should believe in ourselves and 

keep trying hard until we achieve our aims. We can

work hard if  we have the determination and focus in life. 

So lets dream bigger and give our best to fulfill it.

Dream is not that which you see while sleeping it is 

something that does not let you sleep.” And

thoughts result in action.” ― Abdul Kalam A. P. J.

Ms. Rutuja Raut

Coordinator 



TORCH BEARERS’ INSIGHTS



Dear Students,

Schooling is our first contact with the world, a period of joy, healthy competition, fearing, 

adjustment, sharing and love. Learning is not a process limited to schools and colleges only, nor 

does it end with the conclusion of one’s school career; it is indeed a lifelong process.

Always remember that the people of fine character live by their values. They are honest and are 

committed to truthfulness in thought, word, and deed. True character thus encompasses the 

capacity for self discipline.

“A single sheet of paper cannot decide the future of a person.” So, stop bothering about the 

previous and focus on next new chapter which might be more interesting.

If you think you are beaten, you are.

If you think you dare not, you don’t.

Success begins with your own will,

It’s all in your state of mind.

Life’s battles are not always won by those who are stronger or faster,

Sooner or later the person who wins,

Is the person who thinks HE CAN.
- Ms. Pinky Jalui



To My Dear Students,

Time has wings and it flies with supersonic speed. Things change, people change. The life cycle continues to revolve 

around us. The only thing that remains unchanged is the memory of the past which consists both, happy and sad 

moments.

You are now at the verge of completing your elementary school education encompassed with discipline, culture, strong 

values and a moulded personality.

Through the medium of ‘Cherishable Memories’, I wish to congratulate all my dear students for being successful as 

school students with merit grades. You all have been wonderful students all these years and we would surely cherish 

the

memories throughout our life. I would like to make an appeal to each one of you that whatever may be the 

circumstances, never ever forget the teachings of your parents and teachers. No one in life would be as close and 

concerned to you as your parents, because they would not live their life for themselves but for you. You may 

sometimes have bitter experiences with your parents and teachers. You might feel that you are grown up and you don’t 

require their help any more. But still, the mantra to success is to believe in them and their guidance. I really take pride 

in announcing that each student of our school is a star and has a very bright future. Each one has higher aims and a 

systematic, meticulous and step by step plan of action to achieve the same. You are unique with multiple talents and 

abilities. The sky is just a boundary and not the ultimate for you. You have to go far beyond it. While working towards 

the targets, never forget the values learnt in school. Today, the country demands multitasking workforce with polite 

attitude. Be humble and remain grounded. No one can steal your success. No obstacle can stop you from growth. Just 

go ahead and explore the new horizons!

God Bless!

- Ms. Anupriya Shetty



SO LONG… FAREWELL…GOD BLESS YOU…

As I sit to write this article, fond memories of  my school come flooding in my heart and I cannot help but remember 

the farewell speech which one of  our teachers gave us. I have tried my level best to recapture the essence of  her 

message. I would like to share her thoughts with you.

Dear students, I’m sure all of  you are waiting to spread your wings and venture out into the world. Good luck! Life 

throws up both challenges and opportunities. The Art of  living is to seize the opportunity to transform one’s life into a 

prayer and use the power of  prayer to cut through the challenges of  life. No matter where you go, remember, one goes 

this way but once… So why not make this journey worthwhile, giving to those who travel with us a helping hand, a 

word of  cheer and a smile. We go this way but once… Never more can we go back along the same way. To get more out 

of  life, undo the wrongs, or speak the loving words we know but do not say. We go this way but once…Then let us 

make this road we travel blossoming and sweet, with helpful kindly deeds and tender words, smoothing the path for the

stumbling feet. Many people do not succeed in life, not for the lack of  ability or brains or even courage but simply 

because they never organized their energies around a goal. As Napoleon Hill said, Lack of  a goal or definite purpose, is 

a stumbling block. You should dream BIG, think BIG and achieve BIG. The saint of  the youth, Swami Vivekananda, 

has also said wise words along these similar lines, ‘Arise, awake, stop not until you reach your goal’. But in the pursuit 

of  your goal, on your way up, adhere first to the principle of  self  respect, at the same time having respect for others.

A wise man once said – Study diligently, Apply tenaciously, Behave politely, Obey implicitly, Pray whole heartedly, 

Speak sweetly, Walk gently, Stick on to your goals resolutely, Think carefully, Act righteously, Endure courageously, 

Persevere patiently, March boldly, Realize quickly, Exercise daily. And yes, there is no better exercise for the heart than 

reaching down and lifting somebody up!!! So long, Farewell, GOD BLESS YOU!!!

-Ms. Manjit Kaur Bhoee



Dear Students,

We all know that life isn’t that simple and that throughout our journey in life we might face numerous

challenges, problems and setbacks. The difference between people who succeed in life and those who don’t is their ability

to face life challenges correctly and not the absence of challenges. A strong and resilient person will get hit by setbacks and

life problems just like everyone else but shortly he will stand up and fight again. Learning how to face life’s

challenges won’t only help you become more successful in life but it will also let you live a happier life.

How the way you think affects your ability to face life challenges.

The way you think of yourself affects your ability to face life’s challenges. If you believe that you are weak or helpless then

most likely you will fulfill the prophecy by not trying again when you fail the first few times.

On the other hand if you believed that you are persistent, strong and resilient you will keep trying until you prove your

beliefs true.

The formula for facing life’s challenges -

● Its all about finding what works: Know that you have to keep trying things that don’t work until you find out something

that works

● Be flexible enough: Some people get the theory wrong and keep using the same methods that don’t work then claim that

they have tried hard enough. In order for your attempts to be effective you need to change your approach

every time you try.

● Learn how to bounce: You can’t avoid setbacks but you can learn how to bounce back each time you face one. See How

to recover from setbacks.

- Mr. Ashwin Jadhav



Hello Dear Students,

Want to share something special with you all, So sharing this small but very meaningful story with you.

As a carpenter went home after shutting down his workshop, a black poisonous cobra entered his workshop. The 

cobra was hungry and hoped to find its supper lurking somewhere within. It slithered from one end to another and 

accidentally bumped into a double-edged metal axe and got very slightly injured. In anger and seeking revenge, the 

snake bit the axe with full force. What could the bite do to the metallic axe? Instead the cobra’s mouth started 

bleeding. Out of fury and arrogance, the cobra tried its best to strangle and kill the object that was causing it pain by 

wrapping itself very tightly around the blades. The next day when the carpenter opened the workshop, he found a 

seriously cut, dead cobra wrapped around the axe blades. The cobra died not because of someone else’s fault but 

faced these consequences merely because of its own anger and wrath. Sometimes when angry, we try to cause harm to 

others but as time passes by, we realize that we have caused more harm to ourselves. 

For a happy life, it’s best that we should learn to ignore and overlook some things, people, incidents, affairs and 

matters.

It is not necessary that we show a reaction to everything. Step back and ask yourself if the matter is really worth 

responding or reacting to.

‘’To create a new painting the painter’s hand has to move differently than it did for previous ones.”

ACTION

To create a new life, check what are you doing differently you have never done before

ALL THE BEST TO ALL OF YOU FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE.

- Dr. Meena H Babujaya



“There are no goodbyes for us. Wherever you are, you will always be in my heart.”

– Mahatma Gandhi

Dear Students,

It was my privilege to teach you all. It has been a remarkable journey.

Like stars, may you shine bright

and brighter as days go by.

Your enthusiasm always inspired

me to work harder and my busy

days were made fun because of you.

May God bless you with his love and

care and sail you smooth through

your life ahead with joy and smiles.

Always strive to be the best

in whatever you do.

Be humble and let your actions

speak for you.

Here’s Wishing you the very best for all the new ventures that life has in store for you.

Your presence will be missed but your memories will always be cherished….

- Ms. Manika Pal



फूल बिछे हो या कााँटे फैले हो,
कभी राह न अपनी छोड़ना तुम ।

चाहे जो बिपदाएाँ राहो ों में आए

मुख को जरा ना मोड़ना तुम ।

साथ रहे या ना रहे सोंगी साथी,
बहम्मत मगर ना छोड़ना तुम ।

पाठ िस कमम का पढ़ते चलना,
मेहनत पर भरोसा रखना तुम ।

जि तक मोंबजल तक ना पहाँचना,
ति तक िस आगे िढ़ते रहना ॥

प्यारे िच्ोोंआपअपने जीिन के सिसे सुनहरे मोड परआगए हैं जहााँ आपरूिरूहो ोंगे जीिनकी

आपाधापीऔर खुदकी काबिबलयत से।

रास्ता कबठन होगाऔर मोंबजल भी दूर होगी, पर डरना नही ोंिच्ो ों । अनिरतआगे िढ़ते रहना ॥

आपके मोंगलमय भबिष्यकी कामना करते हए ... .

- बहोंदी बिभाग





100% Attendance



X A

Vedika Jain

Mohammad Anas Malik

Qutbuddin Malik

Murli Menariya

X B

Utkarsh Dhadhi

Fayza Khan

X C

Pranit Dawale

Prachi Roy

Laxmi Sharma

X D

Pratishtha Singh

Arya Ghugare

Ashin Madhavan

Prajwal Gowda

Ronak Maurya

X E

Roshni Gupta

X G

Ebaad Chougule

Pallavi Patel

Ganesh Shetty

Truptesh Shinde

100% 

Attendance
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